VirtualSpectrum, a tool for simulating peak list for multi-dimensional NMR spectra.
NMR spectroscopy is a widely used technique for characterizing the structure and dynamics of macromolecules. Often large amounts of NMR data are required to characterize the structure of proteins. To save valuable time and resources on data acquisition, simulated data is useful in the developmental phase, for data analysis, and for comparison with experimental data. However, existing tools for this purpose can be difficult to use, are sometimes specialized for certain types of molecules or spectra, or produce too idealized data. Here we present a fast, flexible and robust tool, VirtualSpectrum, for generating peak lists for most multi-dimensional NMR experiments for both liquid and solid state NMR. It is possible to tune the quality of the generated peak lists to include sources of artifacts from peak overlap, noise and missing signals. VirtualSpectrum uses an analytic expression to represent the spectrum and derive the peak positions, seamlessly handling overlap between signals. We demonstrate our tool by comparing simulated and experimental spectra for different multi-dimensional NMR spectra and analyzing systematically three cases where overlap between peaks is particularly relevant; solid state NMR data, liquid state NMR homonuclear (1)H and (15)N-edited spectra, and 2D/3D heteronuclear correlation spectra of unstructured proteins. We analyze the impact of protein size and secondary structure on peak overlap and on the accuracy of structure determination based on data of different qualities simulated by VirtualSpectrum.